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Paris sets the stage for romance, drama and intrigue in the third Confessions novel. now available

in paperback. After investigating multiple homicides, teen detective Tandy Angel is finally reunited

with her lost love in Paris. But as he grows distant, Tandy is confronted with disturbing questions

about him, as well as what really happened to her dead sister. Is there anyone left whom she can

trust? Can Tandy expose the countless secrets her family kept from her?
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Praise for Confessions of a Murder Suspect:A #1 New York Times Bestseller"A fascinating story of

secrets and discovery."â€•Library Media Connection"Readers will be drawn inexorably into Tandy's

world of paranoia and manipulation as they try to put the pieces together."â€•The Bulletin

James Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers than any other writer, ever, according

to Guinness World Records. Since his first novel won the Edgar Award in 1977 James Patterson's

books have sold more than 300 million copies. He is the author of the Alex Cross novels, the most

popular detective series of the past twenty-five years, including Kiss the Girls and Along Came a

Spider. He writes full-time and lives in Florida with his family.

As a James Patterson fan, I was extremely disappointed in this book. There was no resolution to



any of the characters. It felt like he'd written an outline, filled in a few places and left the reader

hanging.

Really enjoy the series, this one was no exception. However I found the end to be a inconclusive. I

know it's setting up the next book, but it was very abrupt. Otherwise, well done.

CONFESSIONS: The Paris Mysteries, by James Patterson and Maxine Paetro. I have read more

than 50 James Patterson booksÃ¢Â€Â”Paris Mysteries has to be the worst. To start with one must

admit the Angel children are a bit weird, not surprising though having descended from even stranger

parents. I forced myself to read to the middle of the book, and then I gave up. The book might better

be sold as the Paris Rip-offs. IÃ¢Â€Â™m hard-pressed to give this book a weak 2 on a scale of 5.

DonÃ¢Â€Â™t waste your time.

This book signalled thereof this book series. A science fiction book that lost s team at the end. The

final end d ing was unrealistic and anticlimactic.

I was disappointed in Patterson because there were a lot of plot holes, unanswered questions, the

characters were too one dimensional, you just couldn't invest in them, and it ends abruptly leaving

you incredibly irritated so make sure you have all 4 books in the series so hopefully you won't feel

like you wasted your time.

I was quite disappointed in James Patterson with this book. He usually makes you turn each page

with excitement, anxiously seeking what happens next, but not this time. This book did not exactly

entertain me. Three weak stars.

Patterson really does a good job ending the series, tension really builds and at some point you are

thinking there needs to be another book. This is highly recommended!! Great thriller

series!Ã¢Â˜ÂºÃ¢Â˜ÂºÃ¢Â˜ÂºÃ¢Â˜ÂºÃ¢Â˜ÂºMore than Happy with this series!

Another great book!! I have read all of James Patterson's books and I have enjoyed them all. I am

an adult and I do enjoy his YA books too. I especially like that I can share my love of reading and his

YA books with my 14 year old niece and nephew. It is nice to read the same books, we enjoy them

for different reasons, and be able to talk to them about them. If you have a young adult in your life



try reading these books with them. You might be surprised where the conversations go.A book I

would recommend to others.
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